
MODIFIEZ LE STYLE DU 
TITRE

To sum up all the arguments, what
makes ONDULINE® sheets aesthetic?

- Suitable for a wide variety of roof shapes (curved,
…) because the material is flexible.

- Different profiles (corrugations).
- Different sizing (long/short sheets for different

applications).
- Different colours, tiles look 3D and shaded aspects.
- Available matching accessories (same colour for

better look).

A strong impact of the location on the
design.

Roofing material is first a question of local culture
(designated material, colour and structure). It is difficult
to change the habits and construction methods due to
long time traditions, preferences, mindset and pricing.

Different roofing materials coexist everywhere.

Context and market evolutions.

Tiled roofs (clay, concrete, slate) remain the reference
for nicest aesthetic as it allows for a combination of
colours, small elements look and has a historical
character.

For years, there has been an increasing trend towards
metal roofing from box profile (trapez) to tile imitation.

UVPC panels with tile roof imitation are also fastly
growing in Asia and Latam.

Finally, shingles trend remains stable. Shingles
manufacturers develop mixes of colours and shapes to
adapt to trends.

A variety of profiles.

In order to keep up with market trends, modernise its
look, diversify its offer and ease the installation,
ONDULINE® offers now 4 different profiles:
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AESTHETIC

PROFILE CLASSIC
ONDULINE® CLASSIC
ONDULINE® BASE
ONDURA®

PROFILE ONDUVILLA®
ONDUVILLA®
ONDULINE® ZIGANA® /TILE 
ONDURA® EDGE

PROFILE UNO
ONDULINE EASYFIX® 
ONDULINE TILE® / 3D
ONDULINE STILO® / 3D 
ONDULINE EASYSTYLE®

PROFILE 235
ONDULINE DURO®  235
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Different sizing.

We offer products for different markets and different
types of application, from the small annexe to the
larger residential/commercial building.

- Tiles and compact elements bring more aesthetic:
less “panel” look (metal, fiber cement), more tile
look.

- Compact elements are easier to handle, transport
and install.

- Possible colours effects: shaded, 3D.

Different colours.

We use 3 different technologies to obtain different
colours:

PPHR

Different aspects.

MORE FAQ ABOUT 
AESTHETIC
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Smaller length: 0,4 m (ONDUVILLA®), 0,57
m (ONDUCASA®), 1 m (ONDULINE
EASYLINE®, ONDULINE EASYFIX®
COMPACT, ONDURA® HALF SHEET).

Higher length: 2 m (ONDULINE® CLASSIC,
ONDULINE® BASE, ONDALUX®, ONDULINE
EASYFIX®, ONDULINE EASYSTYLE®,
ONDURA® PREMIUM, ONDURA® EDGE,
ONDULINE SMART 10/DURO® 235/SX 35,
STILO/3D, TILE, MAIS, ZIGANA®/TILE/X-
TREME).

Smaller width: 0,76 m (ONDULINE
EASYLINE® 8 corrugations), 0,82 m
(ONDULINE EASYFIX®/COMPACT,
ONDULINE EASYSTYLE®, ONDULINE
DURO® SX 35), 0,85 m (BASE), 0,87 m
(ONDURA® PREMIUM 9), 0,89 m (ONDURA®
EDGE, ZIGANA®/TILE/X-TREME), 0,95 m
(ONDULINE® CLASSIC, ONDALUX®,
ONDULINE EASYLINE® 10 corrugations,
MAIS), 0,96 m (ONDULINE STILO®/3D,
ONDULINE TILE®), 0,97 m (ONDULINE® HR,
ONDURA® PREMIUM 10/HALF SHEET,
SMART 10, ONDUCASA®, TAPUME) and
1,06 m (ONDULINE DURO® 235).

Higher width: 1,07 m (ONDUVILLA®).

Length

Width

PPHR is the standard technology and is
available in 8 colours: Red, Black,
Brown, Green, Anthracite grey, Grey,
Shaded Dark Grey and Kamuflaj.

INTENSE allows for brighter and more
durable colours. It is Onduline’s
exclusivity, available in Intense Red,
Intense Black, Intense Green, Intense
Brown, Intense Anthracite Grey and
Intense Ceramic.

PAINTED is used to maximising colour
durability.

INTENSE

PAINTED

3D LINES

SHADED

3D LINES gives more depth to the roof,
reinforcing the contrasts for a real tile
look.

SHADED improves the rendering of the
roof with colour gradients creating a
visual effect with regard to depth and
shadings similar to tiles.
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KAMUFLAJ allows for a mix of
colours for a roof that fits well
into its environment.

KAMUFLAJ

RIDGE A100

RIDGE C100
C200

RIDGE-VERGE 
B100

Hip E200

VALLEY G100

VERGE D100

We have specific matching accessories for ONDUVILLA®:

SLIM CAP

CLOSURE CAP

APRON PIECE

VERGE PIECE

ONDULINE® roofing sheets and tiles come with a full set of
accessories adapted to the kind of application covered:
ridges, verges and valleys –made of the same material and
available in matching colours- fasteners, adapted to the
roof structures, ventilation pipes and openings.

Available matching accessories.

A large variety of roof shapes allowing
to unleash creativity.

From the most common roof shape, the gable roof, to
the most eccentric and personalised design,
ONDULINE® can fit and allows to unleash one’s creativity.

Thanks to their flexibility, ONDULINE®
sheets allow to cover roofs of many
different shapes. They can be adapted to
many roof structures, permitting an
aesthetic installation where every cm of the
area is easily covered.
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Additional features impacting
aesthetic.

R&D in action.

With an unwavering focus on improvement, Onduline's
R&D team is continuously refining their solutions to
ensure they not only meet but exceed customer
demands, setting a high standard in the industry for
both functionality and aesthetics. This dedicated team
is tirelessly working on enhancing the visual appeal of
their products and offering new products by exploring a
wide range of shapes, effects, and colours.
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ONDULINE® sheets are metal-free,
meaning no rust over time. They will not
rust nor corrode. An ideal solution for
coastal areas and specific industries!

ONDULINE® sheets can be
manipulated with no risk of scratch,
nor break, if manipulated in “normal
conditions”.

And so many other roof shapes, the sky is the only limit!
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Residencial/hotels.

ONDULINE TILE®, Dual Red 3D, Mexico.

ONDULINE® CLASSIC, Red, Philippines.

ONDUVILLA®, Shaded Brown, Philippines.

ONDULINE® BASE, Green, Malaysia.

Annexes.

Annexes.
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FOCUS ON AESTHETIC 
PROJECT REFERENCES

ONDULINE® CLASSIC, Grey, UK.

ONDUVILLA® , Anthracite Black, Germany.

ONDULINE EASYFIX®, Green, UK.

ONDULINE® EASYLINE, Intense Anthracite Grey, UK.
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